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Abstract — Aircraft Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
(MRO) agencies rely largely on row-data based quotation
systems to select the best suppliers for the customers
(airlines). The data quantity and quality becomes a key
issue to determining the success of an MRO job, since we
need to ensure we achieve cost and quality benchmarks.
This paper introduces a data mining approach to create
an MRO quotation system that enhances the data quantity
and data quality, and enables significantly more precise
MRO job quotations.
Regular Expression was utilized to analyse descriptive
textual feedback (i.e. engineer’s reports) in order to
extract more referable highly normalised data for job
quotation. A text mining based key influencer analysis
function enables the user to proactively select sub-parts,
defects and possible solutions to make queries more
accurate. Implementation results show that system data
would improve cost quotation in 40% of MRO jobs, would
reduce service cost without causing a drop in service
quality.

M

I. INTRODUCTION

aintenance, Repair and Overhaul in the airline
industry involves the fixing of out of order or
broken mechanical or electrical devices. MRO
activity also includes routine scheduled maintenance to
minimize the risk of a future fault. A standard MRO
process involves: the customer (i.e. an airline)
delegating an MRO job to an MRO agency. The agency
references a MRO database of completed jobs and
quotes two critical pieces of information. Firstly the
MRO agency provides information about the ‘cheapest’
price. Secondly the MRO agency provides information

about the ‘best’ supplier to fulfil that MRO job. The
customer then chooses and grants a quote. Once a quote
is granted, the part is sent, checked, repaired, and
returned to the MRO agency. The customer is billed for
the work and payment is cleared.
The key issue during this MRO process is the
creation of accurate and appropriate quotes. Incorrect
quotation significantly impacts the chance of either a
quote being granted (i.e. because the quote is too high),
or may lead to a reduction in customer trust (i.e. the
quote is too low and the bill is therefore perceived to be
too high). How can MRO agencies ensure that the
‘cheapest’ price is quoted, as all jobs are uniquely
different? Moreover, how can we promise that the
‘best’ supplier is recommended? These issues depend
on the historical MRO database containing enough
relevant information to answer these questions.
Traditionally MRO quotes were based solely on
normalized feedback data. Normalized feedback,
however, is unable to provide information about the
many more descriptive factors; that are important when
comparing complex engineering jobs. An engine repair
cost may vary from a few hundred USD to more than
several hundred thousand USD depending on the subparts involved or warranty status. An average price
therefore will clearly be very inaccurate. Capture of
more precise historical data is clearly important to
ensure the best possible quotation for customers. This
paper offers a text mining solution to improve capture
of both data quality and quantity within the
maintenance and service domain.
II. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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A. Text Mining
Textual data mining relates to the process of
extracting high-quality information from large
quantities of textual content [1]. The purpose of Text
Mining is to automate the processing of unstructured
(textual) information [2], so that meaningful semantic
value can be obtained, i.e. by defining structural
patterns within the text, normalised forms of
information can be derived. This normalized
semantically rich data can be used by common data
mining (statistical and machine learning) algorithms to
support the identification of clusters, associations and
sequences in MRO activity.
In its most basic form, text mining allows words in
the text to be catalogued in a dictionary and counted.
This allows us to determine a matrix of how many

tiimes each worrd has been ussed throughou
ut the textual
ddescription. Th
his basic proccess can be extended to
eexclude commo
on stop words, for example, non-subject
w
words that flow
w of readable sentences,
s
yet have
h
limited
vvalue to con
ntent analysiis, e.g. "beccause" and
""therefore". Functioned
F
lissts of stop words are
ppublically availlable to help sttop words with
hout meaning
eentering the daatabase. In ad
ddition stem ch
hecking and
ssynonym com
mparison can be included to restrict
m
multiple wordss being added to the dictionaary with the
ssame meaning, e.g. ‘jump, jumped and jumping’
j
or
‘replace, swap
p and exchang
ge’. Inclusion of multiple
vvery similar meaning
m
words dilutes the im
mportance of
m
meaning acro
oss words, often
o
causing
g important
m
meaning to be lost
l during dataa mining proceesses.
Common teextual data mining
m
techniqu
ues include:
textual categoriization [3], tex
xtual clustering
g [4], subject
/ object extraction and sentim
ment analysis [1
1]. Text data
m
mining is useed commonly
y in online media
m
form
pprocessing, esspecially in the domain of CRM
((Customer Rellationship Man
nagement) [6]]. Sentiment
textual analysiis is used to capture user satisfaction,
ooften taken as
a feedback after media viewing or
innterface testin
ng [7]. To the best of our kn
nowledge no
oone has previou
usly considered
d textual data mining
m
when
aanalysing MRO
O feedback textt.
B. Regular Expression
E
Regular exp
pressions are patterns
p
of characters that
m
match or fail to
o match, sequeences of characcters in text;
aallowing users to identify the presence of deesired pieces
oof text [8]. In short, a regulaar expression is a specific
kkind of textual pattern. Regu
ular expression patterns are
ddefined using a formalized language, wh
hich is then
innterpreted by a regular ex
xpression proccessor. This
pprocessor parsees text, and ou
utputs substring
gs that meet
thhe defined specification.
The formallized pattern-m
matching notaation allows
uusers to quick
kly parse largee amounts of text to find
sspecific charaacter patterns.. Textual su
ubstring are
eextracted, editeed, replaced or deleted [10]; thus
t
splitting
ddescriptive text into analysab
ble individual words. The
M
MS .Net Fram
mework libraary contains classes that
im
mplement regu
ular expressio
on (regex). Mo
ost MS .Net
pprogramming languages,
l
such
h as C# or VB
B, can easily
im
mplement a string search
h by declariing use of
S
System.Text.ReegularExpressiions [9]. Th
his process,
hhowever, needss to be done strrategically.
III. METHODS
E
A
A. Incorporatiing Regular Exp
xpression
In our work
k we suggest the
t use of fou
ur phases to
ssuccessfully facilitate
f
the best use of regular
eexpressions.
Firstly, ex
xtraneous infformation succh as the
eengineer’s signature, compaany name, reeply/forward
ccontents, etc. was
w removed from
f
the comp
pleted report
text. This additional informaation is normallly available

viaa normalized fe
feedback and onnly acts to addd confusion
to the text m
mining process. By removving such
infformation, we are trying too limit the innclusion of
irreeverent inforrmation from
m entering tthe MRO
dicctionary; whichh would thereffore subsequenntly require
moore regular daata audit and ccleaning proceesses to be
unndertaken. Figuure 1 shows thhe removal off irrelevant
infformation.
Irrelevant
Information

Reelevant Inform
mation
Extracted
Figg. 1. An example ddemonstrating the rremoval of extranneous textual
conntent.

Secondly, rem
maining descripptive text was split at the
senntence level inn order to rem
move additionall irrelevant
texxt. English senntences comm
monly start withh a capital
lett
tter or a punctu
tuation mark, aand end with a full-stop.
Byy identifying sentences, andd by adding a newline
chaaracter as requuired, we weree able to accuurately split
texxt paragraphs into distinct sentences (see figure 1 –
rellevant informaation). Findingg sentence feattures relies
enttirely on deevelopment oof appropriatee Regular
Exxpression synntax, e.g. [A-Z].*?[.!?] ((?=\s[AZ]))| $ ). A Reegular Expresssion Tester was used to
ideentify the syyntax of senttence structurres before
im
mplementing iit into proggrammable ccode (e.g.
htttp://www.nregeex.com/nregexx). To increasse process
succcess, inclussion of synttactic excepttions was
subbsequently connsidered, i.e. sstarting with a lowercase
lett
tter or ending w
with a questionn/exclamation m
mark etc.
Once the scooped text was split into sentences, the
thiird stage wass used to spllit these senteences into
inddividual wordss; all punctuatiion and irrelevvant marks
(e. g. brackets) were removed. S
Stop words (e.gg. and, but,
so)) are essential in English proose to ensure thhat writing
is natural andd clearly struuctured, how
wever they
theemselves hold limited meaninng. With reference to the
MR
RO glossary ddictionary, stem
m checking andd synonym
com
mparison was also undertakeen to limit the sharing of
meeaning across multiple wordds. Although significant
conntent will be llost at this staage, key meanning should
rem
main.
Finally, wordds were classiffied and priorittized using
thee frequency of each word as tthe primary vaariable. The
folllowing sectionn describes thee construction and use of
thee MRO dictionnary.

B
B. The Aircrafft MRO Glossa
ary Dictionary
Aircraft maaintenance, rep
pair, and overh
haul (MRO)
is a critical pro
ocess with striict requiremen
nts to safety,
ssecurity, and quality,
q
therefo
ore its executio
on is highly
sstandardized by
y internationall bodies; includ
ding the Air
T
Transport Asso
ociation [11].
The aircraaft MRO glo
ossary diction
nary is an
aalphabetical list of industriial terms extrracted from
hhistorical engin
neering reportss, which is bassed on half a
m
million MRO jo
obs. The dictio
onary, howeverr, is not only
a list of termss, but acts as a network off interlinked
ddimensions; alllowing users to reference jobs using
T
Terms, Part Number, Repair
R
Type, Suppliers,
C
Customers etc. The Aircraft MRO glossarry dictionary
ooffers a reference base fo
or analysing current
c
jobs
aagainst the detaailed contain in
n previously prrocessed job
rreports. Acco
ording to thee frequency of
o the word
aappearing on th
he report, and by referring to
o the aircraft
M
MRO glossarry dictionary
y additional normalized
innformation caan be inferred,, e.g. part num
mber, repair
tyype, charge price
p
etc.; how
wever, inferred
d normalized
ddata may alreeady have beeen provided in formally
sstructured norrmalized eng
gineer feedbaack. Words
ddescribing the reasons for failure, symp
ptoms of a
bbroken part and
a
the possiible solutions are all of
cconsiderable value during th
he cost quotattion process.
A
Accordingly, the follow
wing section discusses
iddentification of
o the key influ
uencers and prioritization,
w
which is used to
o determine im
mportance.
C
C. Key Influen
ncers Analysis
Split words are treated diffferently, depen
nding on use
oof contextual use of the word and th
he sentence
sstructure, i.e. where
w
the word belongs. To
T determine
thhis, a three stage process wass used.
The first stage is to deffine the structture pattern.
K
Krohn [13] no
oted that Engliish sentences have
h
certain
ppatterns, whicch relates to how the seentence was
cconstructed, i.ee. the order of the elements. In our work
w
we used six sentence structurres: i) Subject - Verb, e.g.
““The oil cooleer has failed”)); ii) Verb - Subject,
S
e.g.
““There is a strange
s
noise in the condittioner.”; iii)
S
Subject – Verb - Object, e.g. “Seals
“
need mo
odification”;
ivv) Subject – Verb
V
- Indirecct Complemen
nt, e.g. “The
sseat-belt brack
ket looks tired
d”; v) Subjecct – Verb IIndirect Objectt - Object, e.g
g. “The compaany gave the
eengineer a repllacement oil-ccooler.”, Subjeect – Verb –
oobject – indireect - Object, e.g. “I left th
he generator
rrunning over night”.
n
In our solution, English sentence
sstructures weree categorized and the key influencers
w
were obtained.
Based on th
he defined senttence structuree, the second
sstage is to analyse and determine th
he subjects,
aadjectives, objects and verb
bs in the giveen sentence.
N
New subject in
nfluencers, are added to the dictionary.
d
If
innappropriate influencers
i
or language is included in
eengineering rep
ports, then thesse sentences caan be capture
bbefore enterin
ng the MRO reference daatabase and
aappropriate action can be taken. Moreover a record can

be taken for uuse in future supplier seleection. All
apppropriate keyy influencers (i.e. words) are then
claassified with ann attribute.
The third stagge of the proccess involves thhe analysis
of sentence conntent, i.e. woord attributes, sentence
stru
ructure and infl
fluencer order; a key influenccer diagram
is uused to develoop an easy imppact reference ((see Figure
2).. Influencers with an inapppropriate ordder can be
higghlighted at this point. T
The Subject-V
Verb-Object
senntence “I smokke crack rocks” is inapproppriate in an
enggineering repport, even though eachh separate
inffluencer descriibes somethingg that may be rrealistically
inccluded withinn an engineerring report (ii.e. engine
sm
moke, a crackked linkage, volcano rockk and ash
depposits). Whenn attributes aree combined inn a certain
ordder ‘smoke ccrack’ or ‘craack rock’, thee sentence
cleearly takes on an inappropriiate meaning, and action
shoould be taken to remove thee sentence from
m analysis.
Duuring stage 3, the word freqquency in each sentence
waas also countedd, as an importaant parameter tto sentence
meeaning. A real example of keey influencers iis shown in
figgure 2. This eexample relatess to an ‘Oil C
Cooler and
Reelief Bypass V
Valve Assembbly’, and cleaarly shows
inffluencers, analyysed from pastt engineer repoorts, which
rellate to problem
ms, processes or actions involving this
parrt. The three iinfluencers witth the most im
mpact were
deffined as: seal, clean, replaceement. Despite having no
apppropriate and rrelevant engineeering experiennce, we are
ablle to infer from
m these influenncers that the ffault might
be due to either a blockage or a broken seal. If the part
is not dirty or bblocked then a replacement part (most
likkely the ‘seal’) may need to bbe ordered. Esttimation of
‘acctivity based ccosting’ is alsoo therefore posssible with
subbsequent analyysis.

Figg. 2. Key influenccers relating to ‘Parrt Number’ 341D88028-501; an
Oil Cooleer and Relief Bypaass Valve Assemblly.

IV. TESTTING
A. Training and Testing Data
A large inddustrial data set includingg 470,449
exiisting MRO joobs from the laast ten years (22000-2010)
waas created as training data. Each job includes both
norrmalised and uunnormalised data. Normalised data is
proocessed, propperly classifiedd and stored within a
rellational databaase (MS SQL Server); whichh relates to
infformation suchh as job referennce number, paart number,
reppair type, seervice cost, ccustomer, suppplier and
com
mpletion datee etc. Unnorrmalised dataa, i.e. the
enggineer inspectting reports, is contained within the

ddescriptive parragraphs. The training data size is kept
uunchanged to provide
p
referable quote bench
hmarks.
Testing dataa was taken fro
om the MRO liive database,
w
which at the time
t
in questio
on included 97,857 MRO
jobs. The testin
ng result is wo
orked out based
d on the test
ddata set, its pro
oportion will vary from 16% to nearly
330% within nex
xt 12 months as Figure 3 illusstrates; since
thhere are abou
ut 50-80 new MRO
M
jobs perr day added
innto testing dataabase.

Fig. 4. A screen shot for thhe test environmennt.

Fig. 3. Thee proportion of traiining data and tesing data

There are two reasons to separate training
t
and
testing data: One is, that wass a whole set of historical
ddata for a certaain period direectly from indu
ustry (200022010). Anotherr reason is the benchmark
b
as the object to
bbe compared, th
hat needs to bee consistent.
Certainly completed testiing data will be
b added to
trraining data ass more training
g data can help improve the
aaccuracy of th
he benchmark
ks. However the
t
enlarged
trraining data seet will be treaated separately
y for another
rround of test, i.e. when more
m
fresh daata becomes
trraining data. A further comp
parison will be
b conducted
bbefore and afterr the training data
d enlarged.
B
B. Testing Procedure
nce number of any suspected
d broken part
The referen
w
was fed into the test systtem. Initial qu
uery results
rretrieved norrmalized info
ormation inccluding the
loowest/highest service cost, repair
r
types in
nvolved, and
ssuppliers who have previously completed similar
s
jobs,
eetc.
Information
n extracted from the engineer’s
innspection rep
port (i.e. thee key influen
ncers) were
cclassified as being one of th
hree categories: sub-parts,
ddefects or sugg
gestions for easy interface reeference (see
ffigure 4). As the user selects more influ
uencers, the
ddisplayed information changees.

To validate the accuracyy of the system, query
ressults, i.e. an avverage quote prrice was calculated by the
tessting system, aand comparedd with the actuual service
cosst for each jobb. It has been aagreed that a ddeviation of
20 % from the quuotation price is acceptable.. However,
as the quotationn system imprroves in the future, the
all owed range coould be ideally reduced to 10%
% or less.
If extreme deviation is ideentified (i.e. oover 20 %)
theen reports werre manually chhecked to ensuure that the
reaasons for diffeerences in priciing are revealeed; such as
thee introduction of a new sub--part, or becauuse of high
infflation that willl make currennt prices higheer than that
of historical quottes. In this case, new sub-parrts were be
addded to the MR
RO glossary diictionary and aan inflation
muultiplier was bbe added to thhe historical ccost during
quuotation calcullations. In ouur experience, however,
theere are many ccases in whichh there is no cllear reason
to support a risee in the servicce cost above that of the
sysstem estimatedd cost. Replaccement of the same parts
andd/or sub-partss, implementattion of the saame repair
typpe, in the sam
me duration, offten led to a ccost that is
disstinctly differeent from previoously completeed jobs. In
thee following secction, we look at the success and failure
ressulting from ouur work, and provide detailedd figures to
vallidate whetherr the mining oof engineering inspection
repports supports tthe accuracy oof service quotaation.
V.

RESULTS

A. Successes
Overall compparison figuress showed thatt in 97,857
tesst cases, the syystem could ssuccessfully esstimate job
cossts (within a 200% deviation rrange) 76.3% oof the time.
Wiith a 25% devviation range, tthe figure rosee to 84.9%.
Jobbs were successsfully estimateed 88.7% of thhe time, if a
cosst deviation of 30% waas reasoned as being
accceptable. Onlyy 65.5% of caases fell withinn the 10%
cosst deviation rannge (see Figuree 5).

Fig. 5.
5 Accuracy based on deviation ranges
t mining)
(with/without text

Our propo
osed approacch, i.e. independent of
ddeviation rang
ge, incorporaating mined data from
eengineer servicce reports incrreased estimatiion accuracy
bby approximateely 18% over the
t existing sy
ystem; where
rresults were solely
s
based on normalised
d data (see
F
Figure 5).
A high prop
portion of jobs, however, werre still found
too have a serv
vice cost greaater than 10%
% above the
eestimated systeem quote. Apaart from a small portion of
ccases, which reelated to inflattion, most add
ditional costs
rrelated to overr spending cau
used by incorreect selection
oof a supplier. We
W believe thaat this issue cou
uld be better
m
managed via provision of
o additional supporting
innformation and
d use of appro
opriate Businesss Processes.
S
Selecting the riight supplier iss the key to acchieving cost
eefficiency and quality bencchmarking; so we aim to
eextend our current work on
n cost estimattion to help
ssupport supplieer selection.
Another po
ositive outcom
me of implem
menting this
ssystem is the on
n-going and co
ontinuous expaansion of the
aaircraft MRO historical daatabase. The accuracy
a
of
qquotes depend
ds on the acccuracy of th
he reference
ddictionary. It iss important thaat we have botth i) enough
ddata (i.e. quanttity) relating to
o past jobs; butt also ii) that
thhe quality off that data is worth refereencing. This
ssystem adds considerable
c
value
v
by iden
ntifying key
innfluences from
m previously unused engineeering reports.
T
This informatio
on increases the quantity of data,
d
but also
pprovides key in
nfluencer anallysis, which sh
hould ensure
ddata quality. Fu
urthermore, by
y presenting th
he key words
rregarding each
h specific jo
ob (part), cusstomers can
pproactively speecify the job nature, makin
ng the quote
m
more accuratee. Using our system ‘Acttivity Based
C
Costing’ (ABC
C) is also possiible. ABC is often
o
used in
to allows
C
Customer Reelationship Management
M
ccustomers to seee both i) the range
r
of possib
ble costs, but
aalso ii) the justiification for wh
hy variation might occur.

Fig. 6. A com
mparison of approaaches - before and after.

In summaryy, implementaation of the teext mining
proocess has signiificantly improoved business function in
tw
wo areas. Firsstly text miniing has proviided more
infformation from
m the previoously unused engineer’s
repport; to suppport companny analytics and cost
esttimation. Secoondly key influuencers were defined as
thee text-mining outcome, w
which enables users to
prooactively narroow down the defect scope, supporting
moore precise dataa query. Figuree 6 visually illuustrates the
im
mprovement gaiined by solutioon adoption.
B. Failures
Despite airccraft MRO pprocesses beinng highly
staandardised, i.ee. supporting unified operaations and
terrms, testing ressults showed thhat most analyysis failures
weere caused becaause of engineers using highlly complex
senntence structurres, typos or uuse of irregulaar English.
Fuurther improveement, by addiing more com
mprehensive
synntax processinng, is needed tto consider thee flow and
inddividual writinng style of indivviduals.
VI. CONCLU
USIONS
The approacch introducedd in this ppaper can
siggnificantly im
mprove both aaircraft MRO job data
quuantity and quuality. This alllows undiscovvered data,
whhich currently eexisted unusedd in engineer’s reports, to
be become availaable to analyticc queries. Addiitional data
all ows engineerss to focus on commonly idenntified fault
areeas, hopefully leading to time and cost savings; it
suppports approprriate selection oof supplier, botth for parts
andd services; identifies inappropriate feedback;
faccilitates ABC, which allowss similar activvities to be
quuoted independdent of part num
mber; and alloows costing
traansparency for customers, lettting the custom
mer see the
po ssible range off cost and the chance that thiis cost will
be faced. Incorpporating this aapproach, i.e. facilitating
moore precise coost quotationss, should helpp the aero
inddustry, as weell as many other maintennance and
serrvice domainss, a better levvels of qualityy at lower
levvels of cost.
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